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supplanted in Oxford Examinations, viz.
that of the late Professor Palmer. And as
we have been unintentionally assisted before
by the Athenaeum reviewer of this edition
we have to thank him for another sentence
in conclusion: ' If dead poets may be sup-
posed to interest themselves in the fate of

their writings, Propertius we fancy would
turn over these pages with equal astonish-
ment and gratitude.' With half of this last
statement the present writer is quite able
to concur.

J. ARBUTHNOT NAIRN.

ENGELMANN ON THE MSS. OF STATIUS' SILUAE.

J)e Statii SUuarum codieibus. Dissertatio
inauguralis quam ad summos in philoso-
phia honores ab amplissimo philosophorum
ordine Lipsiensi rite impetrandos scripsit
ARTHURIUS ENGELMANN Arnstadiensis.
Leipzig. Hirschfeld, 1902. Pp. 144.

THB matter no less than the confident tone
of this Leipzig dissertation will raise a com-
motion in Germany. Dr. Engelmann (for
we may assume that he obtained the distinc-
tion at which he aimed) seeks to undermine
the credit of the recent Teubner text by
lowering the Madrid Manuscript of the
Siluae of Statius from its pedestal of lone pre-
eminence and elevating once more at its side
Politian's excerpts from the ' ancient codex
of Poggio ' as an equal and indeed superior
witness to the tradition of the text.

Dr. Engelmann's materials are derived
not from an examination and recollation of
the copy of the editio princeps preserved in
the Corsini collection at Rome, into which
Politian copied these excerpts, but from
photographs of the same belonging to the
University of Heidelberg and lent by it
for the purposes of this inquiry. Dr. Engel-
mann asserts that the readings extracted
from the' vetus Poggii,' may be distinguished
throughout from the other marginalia of
Politian by the character of the ink with
which they were written, a faint diffusive
fluid which contrasts strongly with the
thicker and more stable of the other
annotations. He holds that this difference
is enough, and was considered enough by
Politian, to identify the readings given as
those of the V.C., even if no other definite
indication is appended. He further claims
that his statements as to what these lections
really are should be believed rather than those
of his predecessors because the characters
are clearer in the photographs than in the
original and because he used all diligence in
examining them and in cases of doubt refer-
red to the well known expert, Prof. Zange-

meister, for his opinion. The care and
method observable in Dr. Engelmann's dis-
sertation undoubtedly go some way to justify
his claim. All the same it is to be regretted
that he did not append to his book a repro-
duction on a reduced scale of one of the
Heidelberg photographs which would have
materially assisted his readers to form a
judgment of their own upon a question at
once disputable and intricate. I t is not yet
too late, we may hope, for this to be done. I t
is the more necessary because Herr Voll-
mer, who has edited the Siluae, studied the
Heidelberg photographs without making
Herr Engelmann's discovery.

For his complete collation (pp. 112-140)
of all that appears as marginalia in the
Corsini copy Dr. Engelmann is entitled to
the gratitude of every student of the text,
and to these for this, if for no other reason,
his dissertation will be indispensable. The
value of the conclusions at which he arrives
in the course of his disquisitions is, however,
another matter entirely. A lengthy exam-
ination of these cannot here be undertaken,
and as already hinted it will doubtless be
forthcoming elsewhere. I may recur to the
subject before long in a different connexion.
In the meantime let the following observa-
tions suffice.

That the Matritensis (M 31), a full colla-
tion of which was published in this Journal,
vol. xiii. (a fact of which Dr. Engelmann
betrays no knowledge), is not the ' uetus
codex Poggii,' should be settled once and for
all by the fact that according to the express
testimony of Politian, the ' uetus' did not
contain the line I. 4. 86a, and the Matritensis
does contain it. If it is not, then, for all
the good the Corsini copy is for the textual
criticism of the Siluae, it might be flung
into the Tiber. This is the view of the
Teubner editor Herr A. Klotz who, con-
fident- that he knows better in 1900 what
the ' uetus codex Poggii ' was than Politian
did in 1500, declares it to be the Matri-
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tensis and Politian's manuscript a copy of
this, and accordingly banishes the excerpts
from his critical apparatus (praef. p. lxxiii.).
Herr Engelmann retorts by declaring that
the Matritensis is itself a copy of the ' Vetus
Poggii.' With this in view he attempts to
write the history of the text of the Madrid
MS. by means of an examination of its
corruptions. In ' his solution of this strati-
graphical problem as we may call it, which
belongs to a class, whose importance in Latin
textual criticism is, as I have pointed out
more than once, still very imperfectly appre-
ciated, he is not what we should call suc-
cessful. He spends 16 pages in arguing
from internal indications that the exemplar
of the Matritensis was a fifteenth century
MS. and the exemplar of this a ninth century
one. One of his arguments is that the scribe
confuses c and t, letters not formed alike
till the thirteenth century; hence the
exemplar of ' M was not older than the
thirteenth ; nor again was it written between
the. thirteenth and the fifteenth century,
because 'lam duobusfere saeculis (all italics
are mine) antequam Poggius Florentinus
Constantia profectus monasteria propinqua
codices ueterum scriptorum inuestigandi
causa uisit (i.e. in 1416) in monasteria quae
inde a nono usque ad medium fere tertium
decimum saeculum litteiis tarn egregie floru-
erunt ut monachorum industriae permulta
scriptorum antiquorum opera memoriae
tradita debeamus, tanta luxuria et pigritia
inuaserantutmonachi libris describendis non
iam uacarent et uel artis scribendi plerumque
imperiti essent,' while in the sequel some
particular cases of this ignorance are cited,
the earliest of which is 1291. Look first at
the arithmetic. Dr. Engelmann requires a
full 200 years for his argument; and the
utmost he can get out of these data is some
150 years (1416 to 1266) ; so it has to jump
half a century or so. Then consider the
ratiocination itself. I t assumes that the con-
ditions of writing were the same all over
the western world unless indeed Dr. Engel-
mann can show that the original which
Poggio had copied was always in the place
where he found it. One other point only I
will refer to. If there is one thing certain
about the exemplar of the Matritensis, it is
that in its script r was of a form which the
fifteenth century scribe readily mistook for s.
The proof of this is that in thepraefatio to the
first book he wrote s for r wholesale, but soon
learned better; after that the corruption
is only sporadic. Now Dr. Engelmann
uses this confusion to show that the manu-
script from which the exemplar was copied

belonged to the ninth century ! But though
the results of his investigations are fruitless,
he must be commended for having under-
taken them. His collections of the MS.
corruptions will be very useful to future
inquirers. His errors are partly those of in-
experience, and he has at least some notion
of how to set about this sort of task, more
a good deal than his countryman at Marburg
who has attempted to estimate the value of
the ' Lusatic codex of Propertius'; nor is
his failure after all much more conspicuous
than that of the skilled critics and palaeo-
graphers who have essayed a similar
problem, though perhaps of greater intricacy*
in the case of the text of Catullus.

Dr. Engelmann, as the reader will have
seen, holds a brief against the Matritensis,
and therefore cannot be relied on to recognise
its merits where he should. Thus he admits
that ' in matters of orthography the silence
of Politian cannot be trusted' (p. 105),
which means that a scholar of that time did
not trouble himself about such minutiae (cf.
p. 108, 'neglectis minutiis ortbographicis
nonnullis a Politiano); yet on p. 96 he argues
in favour of the ' Aumeris,' ' Aumidua,'
' Aumentibus' of the excerpts against the
uncorrupted spelling of the Matritensis. A
more serious matter is his treatment of
the crucial passage, in the encomium of
Hutilius Gallicus i. 4. 83 sqq., which stands
thus in M :

Libyci quid mira tributi
obsequia et missum media de pace tri-

umph um
laudem et opes tantas nee qui mandauerat

ausus
expectare fuit gaudet Thrasymennus et

alpes (86a)
attollam cantu gaudet Thrasymennus et

alpes (866)
Cannensesque animae primusque insigne tri-

butum
ipse palam laeta poscebat Regulus umbra.

Here, in spite of what the Teubner editor
has most justly observed upon the subject
(praef. p. lxii.), Dr. Engelmann reverts to
the view that 86a is interpolated. But
interpolators aim at making a .text more
intelligible to the average mind: they do
not introduce lines which no commentator
on Statius even is able to construe. Herr
Klotz is clearly right then in contending
that the last half of 86a has been lost
through a dittography of the last half of
866. His proposed supplement <sed quid
tua, Gallice, facta> is, it is true, unsatis-
factory ; but this is no argument to convict
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the scribe of M or any one else of fraud.
What has fallen out is of course irrecover-
able: but the following restoration gives
the general sense

Libyci quid mira tributi
missum media de pace tri-obsequia et

umphum
laudem et opes, jwantas nee qui mandauerat

ausus

expectare fuit, <praeclaris impare factis>
attollam cantu? gaudet e.q.s.

Herr Engelmann then cannot claim to
have solved the problem which he has
attempted: but he has done something to
clear the way towards its solution.

J. P. PoSTGATE.

BECK'S CUPID AND PSYCHE OF APULEIUS.

L. Apulei Fabula de Psyche et Cupidine.
Praefatus atque interpretatus est J. W.
BECK. Groningae apud J. B. Wolters.
cioroccccu. Pp. xxii, 100.

DR. BECK, of Amsterdam, has done a useful
piece of work in giving us in a convenient
form an annotated edition of the beautiful
story of Cupid and Psyche, contained in the
Metamorphoses of Apuleius, iv. 28—vi. 24.
"Few college students can find time to read
the Metamorphoses as a whole, but from
this book and from the Cena Trimalchionis
of Petronius, recently edited by Professor
Waters, they can get some idea of the
ancient romance and of the colloquial lan-
guage.

In his brief preface the editor says that
he has a double purpose in view: to provide
the story with adequate illustration, since
the edition of Hildebrand is now antiquated;
and to give his readers some idea of the
interests and problems of the modern school
of Latinists, which cover the whole field
from the earliest to the latest times.

The prolegomena discuss the origin and
development of the tale, and of the myth
of Cupid and Psyche. The conclusion is
reached, that in spite of the existence of
similar tales in Africa and in South America,
the kernel of the story as we have it is of
Indo-European origin. The source of Apuleius
is a tale of Hellenic, doubtless Milesian,
origin, which he has. expanded and em-
bellished with the rhetoric of the African
School, of which he is our best representative.
One may get an idea of the process by com-
paring the fable of the Fox and the Crow as
told by Phaedrus, i. 13 with the version of
Apuleius in Flor. iv. 23. 3-4. The repre-
sentations of Cupid and Psyche in sculpture
and in painting are then enumerated and
briefly described. The editor differs from
some of his predecessors in his conclusion,

' in der That giebt es kein einziges antikes
Kunstwerk, welches auf die Erzahlung des
Apuleius zuriickgefiihrt konnte.'

The recent edition of the Metamorphoses
by J. Van der Vliet made it unnecessary to
provide the text with a critical apparatus.
Dr. Beck has followed Van der Vliet with
but few variations: in iv. 31 he reads effici
with the best MSS., instead of effice, regarding
the former as a colloquial form ; in vi. 9 he
it led by the context to read errati, instead
of irati; and in vi. 11 he accepts Traube's
brilliant conjecture gunaecei, where Van der
Vliet reads aurei cvincidi. There are also
some slight deviations in orthography.

In accordance with the programme stated
in the preface, thei commentary discusses in
a broad general way matters of common
linguistic interest, as well as the special
characteristics of Apuleius. Some of the
longer notes summarize the present state of
our knowledge on various questions and are
stimulating to further investigation : such
are those on gemens ac fremens, iv. 30;
domuitionem, iv. 35 ; merendo fluctuat, v. 2 1 ;
protinus pergit, v. 27 ; de fluvio, vi. 12, in
connection with which the text of the
Iusiurandum Argentoratense (842 A.D.) is
given with a version in classical Latin;
alioquin, vi. 15. Many remarks are of
interest to the student of colloquial Latin
and to the Romance philologist.

Errors and misprints are few: on p. 45
instead of iv. 35 we should read iv. 34, and
on p. 92 snavi should be suavi. The sug-
gestion on p. 51, that se in Hor. Epist. ii.
2. 107 has the force of inter se, does not
seem to be warranted by the sense of the
passage.

On the whole the commentary is suggestive
and stimulating, especially to those who
have not kept track of the work of the
Munich school of Latinists.

J. C. ROLFE.


